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1. A lottar dated 20 April 19621 addressed to "Qawpero VILA" arid ' ...•/

signed "AGOSTO**. This letter requests' VILA tb assist.bearer. The ' 

lett-r’was given to by the Oan-tv Chief of DG1 ("AGuSTO” j ’ to.,

introduce bin to the OGI officer assigned to Prague. "AGUSTO" is pseudo . 

used within the DGI for 'the Deputy Chief who is known in the . ministry of — 

Tareiga Relations as "Q1AIH". . : •

2. AiX’G-1 explained diet the head of the service, Manuel PIXCIkO, . 

went to Moscow on a trip leaving Cuba 11 April 1964. The Source (A-l) •' 

recently had returned from Mexico on 23 March 1964. After the departure

of PIkiikO the Source told the Deputy Chief that it was necessary for ’ • 
• • . * f

Lin,, the Source, to go to Prague so that he. could poet on 22 April with . ...
.' <6 • ■ ■ -

Xabcrto CVL’.ILIAS DCLGADO, the Secretary General 2HA1? in 21 Salvador. • fe
'— ----------------------- 4 §

These arc the true hare and position of CAR.4ILLAS but the Source ■ invented •<

the rcaron for making an’opcritional meeting in Prague knowing that^t*^

Deputy Chief of the’ Service would not know any better. (The Source

:xico on 14 March 1954 for the purpose of holding a neeting ■ •a

with CARl’.ILLAS and other nenbers of the Conaunist Party fron El Salvador

but ing really did hot take place because the Salvadorians failed

to appear, in talking to the Beauty Chief of the . 

that he had, a nceting in lexico which nade it ncce:

Service, the Source said

for hin to have a

necting in Prague with QUUIILLAS, who had to be in Prague for still another
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meeting relating to revolutionary activities to be carried out in 

til ^Salvador. ) Ilie Source did this because it seeded to bin the best .. . '

■" way of getting outofCuba with documents which he had gathered. the, 

Source was successful in convincing the Deputy Chief of the Service that

. the operational meeting in Prague was a necessary follow-up to the ' 

Source’s.. r^cent*trip. to .Mexico; Vhcn Source prepared his briefcase for ' 

the trip out of Cuba he found that only a part of the dociEseats which

' he had been collecting would fit. Ke selected those which appeared 

■ .most interesting and left the others locked in his office in the DwI.

It was the Source’s intention to seek asylum once lie arrived in the 

free world at the first stop in Canada and to request lac that he ba 

permitted to go to the U.S. with the documents to surrender them to 

KUBARK.

3. Source collected the documents over a period of tine at 

considerable risk because a number of the documents were in the possession ‘ 

' of other CUIS officers in their desks or safes. Source made it a custom 

to visit these offices and to take advantage of the temporary absence of ■ '

the1 officers assigned to them to'steal the documents which he then put in 

his own safe. '

4. The Source was quite worried because he feared that when he arrived 

at the airport to 1 eave Cuba he might be required to open his briefcase. 

This fear proved groundless, and he was able to leave Cuba on 21 April 64 . 

on a flight for Prague which had tostop at Halifax, Canada. .

5, Prior to leaving Cuba/ the Source withdrew from his savings 

account in a Cuban, bank all that he had which amounted to 1270 Cuban 

pesos. He gave this amount to his wife whose name is Luisa £0321GUDZ 

Rodriguez (maiden name same as married dame). In giving the coney to her
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he did not say that he intended to defect and, in fact, never.gsonKhcs ./. 
. \ ' , ' ■ ,;- ? _.. , ■ , -/ had ,..f, ■

had given, her. any indication of his plans- to do co. ' Ue i:cp6 hcr ji^ql?^ 

of his intentions despite the.fact that sho and-her father- aro opposed 

to the Castro Regimebecause he felt it better for her not to bo hardened , 

with guilty knowledge. In giving her the money he said that possibly.ho , 

would be’ delayed in Prague because' the matter he had to. discuss was. 

complicated, lie told hot; therefore that he would feel better lenowing : 

that she had sufficient funds at hand to take care of any emergencies in 

connection ’ita herself or her children (by a previous marriage);aboy, 

Vincente, 13 years old, and a girl, Francj^ca, 12 years old.

16 . The CUIS (DOI) sent a cable to Prague to advise that the Source 

would be arriving. Accordingly,when the Source left the plane at Halifax 

it was a foregone conclusion that his failure to arrive as scheduled would

be reported to his own Service.

7 . In addition, when the Source did arrive at iialifac the pilot and 

crew of the airplanc and the other passengers became aware of the fact 

that he had requested asylum in the free world. They called him a traitor 

which led him to state that he was no more a traitor for Icqving the present 

Regime than Fidel Gptro was for opposing the Batista Regime. The inter

change of comments /between the Source and those who were continuing on the 

flight to Prague almost resulted in a fist figh^at llaligax. Tie Source 

took from Cuba $2615 in U.S. bills . Practically all of this amount was 

what remained from the ’.  -iven to him by OGI when he went to 

Mexico > r which he had not accounted) plus the advance given him for 

the trip to Prague. Uken he declared his intention to Canadian authorities

dvnr.ee



to rennin in fhnsda he was given a recuip. f.,r ^2540 in American . 

currency (this receipt is also attached). Tie diffaronce of<$75.00 

that he had in hi* poeket'v: u^c^or expenses while in Canada. Iio 

hv? in Uis- briefcase 2 SO Salvadorian Co loner fir which the, Canadians 

Jid not given'. bin a receipt. (The\HG-?] confirmed that thia ahount 

vnr in the possession of the Canadian Government.) . . ; '

(The natter of tha money which the Source had taken from Cuba later 

became a problem with the Canadians, largely because on talking with 

the Canadian Immigration Service the Source indicated that the money 

belonged to the Cuban Government rather than to himself. Titis was

reported to the Canadian External Affairs Office and led to a decision

by the Canadian Government to hold the money — U.S. and Salvadorian— 
so that it could be returned to the Cuban Government if request*^ This 

decision of which the. Source was made aware by^RC^Jper request of 

L-uiGoiCu madehin angry and iit his request thc^RC^tras^ told that, 

in Source’s opinion, iE the money was returned so’it would ba used for

promoting revolutions in the free world which included Canada. The 

"rQ^J said that in all probability the money would not be returned to

the Cyban Goverrt'.ont and within a matter of niont' s would be turned

over to KUDARK for return to the Soubee hut that theJRGjj could not 

give it to the Source or to LARCOSCII.

In this connection it should be noted that when LAXGCSCll arrived

in Canada no decision had been node as to the disposition which would

be made not only of the money but also of the Source himself and the

documents which he had in his possession. told langoscu tha
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their desire was to turnover the Source and everything that he had . \. 

brought co LAXGASCU but that thio was a policy natter whichhadto V :- 

be resolved by the Canadian Govan went and not only by the|^^J^ <^ . ? ■ 

Titis matter aade it somewhat difficult to conduct interviews with the : „ -

Source because all of thorn verci taped by the UXGOSQI had

to be careful to avoid questions - or answers which put obstacles in 

the path of securing the turnover of Source and what he.had brought

with him. The final decision of the Canadian Government; after the

intervention of the Ottawa Station, was that tho Source and the documents

could be turned over but not the money.

Uta Source said that the accounts for an Intelligence Officer in 

the OGI are not subjected to close inspection and that, in fact, he 

had the authority as a desk officer in charge of the Salvadorian 

area to request substantial amounts for operations '.;ithout any need for 

accountings. A typical example is that he could draw for every trainee 

from his own assigned area $1200 without question. He did have to give 

detailed accountings for larger expenditures.)










